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Byron & Byron brings you The Tiara Collection. A unique
collection that has been developed using contemporary metallic finishes applied to wood, highlighted
with crystals to bring you elegance with a touch of
magic. Each piece is hand-crafted, finely finished by
experienced craftsmen and produced using the finest
timbers.
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The collection incorporates a range of Tie-backs,
designed to co-ordinate the simple, yet wonderfully
contemporary range. Also available are traditional
wooden hold-backs in co-ordinating colours,
along with a range of bracket options
that will cater for the complexity of
any window setting. And just in
case you need it, there is also
an option of a curtain draw
rod.
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This imaginative and beautiful collection will bring a
truly stunning finish to any
room, timeless elegance
with a touch of decadence…….

holdback

distributor address

Floretina Collection is part of Byron & Byron Ltd, Shaftesbury House, 3 Shaftesbury Road, London N18 1SW
T: +44(0)20 8344 7979 F: +44(0)20 8344 7980 sales@byronandbyron.com
www. byronandbyron.com
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pole length (size cm): 150 / 180 / 210 / 240 / 300

pole length (size cm): 150 / 180 / 210 / 240 / 300
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satin silver black
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specification: 35mm wood pole. 240cm and 300cm is supplied in two pieces (2 poles and 3 brackets). One ring for every 10cm is
recommended. Suitable for light weight curtains.

specification: 45mm wood pole. 240cm and 300cm is supplied in two pieces (2 poles and 3 brackets). One ring for every 10cm is
recommended. Suitable for light and medium weight curtains

